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This panel, consisting of alumni and faculty and moderated by Professor James Chace (center), discussed 1992 election issues. 
. . 
Presidents and politics 
"The conunonest error in politics is stick-
ing to the carcass of dead policies," quoted 
Professor James Olace in his opening re-
marks of a panel dis-
cussion about the 1992 
election issues. Teh fo-
rum was held in Olin 
Auditorium last Satur-
day as part of the Come 
Back to Bard Day ac-
tivities for students and 
alumni. Five Bard 
alumni from across the 
country and various professions participated 
alongside two Bard College professors to 
consider the pertinent issues of the upcom-
ing presidential election and how each can-
didate related to them. 
Chace served asmoderatorand spoke about 
the importance of foreign policy to the elec-
tion and how each of the three candidates 
were essentially avoiding the issue. "Candi-
dates are treating domestic issues as para-
mount, but they s~ould realiz~ that foreign 
policy and our economy are interwoven,.'' 
Chace commented, pointing out that the 
United States has gone from being a creditor 
nation in 1981 to a debtor in 1992 as a result of 
excessive government borrowing. The na-
tional debt has grown to four trillion dollars, 
four hundred billion of that being owed to 
overseas creditors and Chace felt that only 
Ross Perot is really addressing the deficit 
dilemma. 
'1be U.S. is not a superpower," affinned 
Chace and he reported that our country uses 
twice as much energy as France, Germany or 
Japan just to produce a single economic dol-
lar. ~obodywantsdollarsin the international 
markets," he continued. 11And the only way 
to rebuild our country is to invest in the infra-
structure, but right now, with this deficit, 
there is no money to do it." 
Stephen Cahn ('62) was the next speaker 
and, as a lawyer involved in child welfare 
cases, he addressed the contradictory Demo-
cratic and Republican approaches to issues 
affecting children. The Republicans foster a 
"weed and seed" program in urban areas 
that ...... weeds" out the unsavory elements of 
crime and corruption to plant the "seeds" 
of community development through fund-
ing. Ironically, recent Republican adminis-
trations have cut back this funding year 
after year and as Cahn stated, "In this 
economy kids are given no alternative but 
the streets." 
On the other hand, the Democratic plat-
form ••starts with seeding" and supports a 
program of immediate funding for urban 
renewal without the Republican's weeding 
element. The Republican proposition of 
school choice is actually a choice only 
available to upper-class students, accord· 
ing to Cahn, while uthe Democrats show 
more of a commibnent to fostering and 
improving the public school system." Cahn 
concluded with the remark that the poverty 
of children is at its worst level ever(one of 
five children ih the U.S. Jive beneath the 
poverty line) and this election is crucial if 
continued on J»ge 2 
-1 
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The panel on the 1992 election issues continues 
continued from front ptlg~ 
things are going to improve. 
Ken Johnson ('69) is the Direc-
tor of the Southern Regional 
Council~ an organization devoted 
toraisingpublicawarenes5ofsuch 
issues as poverty, education and 
civil rights. His remarks centered 
around his opinion that "the fail-
ure of Reagan and Bush was a 
failure to really invest in people." 
He attributed the gross national 
debt to the previous 
administration's policies of tax-
cuts for the wealthy and increased 
~tary spending in addition to 
people making enormous profits 
·without really producing any-
thing - "just moving paper from 
one place to another but making 
all kinds of money." He argued 
that the measurement of a 
country's prosperity should not 
. depend upon the success of its 
businesses, but rather upon how 
those enterprises are benefitting 
the people. "People and business 
are two completely different 
things." 
David Penberg ('77) works as 
the Director of the Liberty Pro-
gram in the New York City school 
system that for the last four years 
has fostered tremendous success 
as a college preparatory program 
for urban youths. But funding for 
this program has dropped by 
nearly$400,000 since its inception 
and Pen berg challenged the '1i p-
service politicians pay towards 
children and education when ef~ 
fective programs are dissolved 
and then discarded as failures.'' 
Penberg discussed how teachers 
in this country receive very little 
motivation and reward for their 
difficultjobs,especiallythosewho 
work in the inner dties, and that 
fact mu~t change if the education 
system is to improve. 
One high school student came 
withPenbergfromNewYorkOty 
and described how her school's 
teachers and classes were cut back 
to the point where she cannot take 
the courses she needs to graduate. 
"It's not the kids fault," she said. 
11But why should we bother going 
to school when there is nothing 
left for us?" 
Penberg emphasized the im-
portance and effectiveness of 
community programs such as tu-
toring and gardening that have 
wo:rked in East Harlem and Hell's 
Kitchen. 'We need to tum an ag-
gressive mind set not towards the 
military but towards rebuilding 
our schools," he commented. 
'
1There must be a sense of urgency 
anq a commibnent to equality, 
our leaders must be visionary and 
not reactionary." 
Tom Carroll ('81) serves as a 
campaign strategist and political 
consultant in California and re-
marked upon how ''very few 
politicians really talk to people, 
and few people really talk to poli-
ticians." Carroll discussed how in 
our age of cable television and 
incredibly busy lives, politician$ 
have a hard time trying to com-
municate. '"How do you address 
a nation that is not listening?" he 
asked, while commenting that 
even when poli tidans do discuss 
the issues, the media usually does 
not pick up on it. 
"Scandals are exciting and they 
sell newspapers," Carroll stated 
and he compared the up-coming 
presidential debates to the Super 
Bowl because "'they are fun but 
the air since 
the early 
spring of last 
year, WXBC 
went back on 




an expanding music library and 
the goal of broadcasting on the 
FM dial before the end of the se-
mester. 
'We'rereallyexcitedaboutget-
ting back on the air," station man-
ager Michael Beattie commented. 
"Despite the little setback with 
the AM signal, there has been a lot 
of interest in the station and our 
music library is growing by leaps 
theydon'treallymeananything." 
Clinton and Bush are engaged in 
a struggle over character and is-
sues, specifically the economy. 
Clinton's character comes under 
more scrutiny than Bush"s but 
Clinton has a stronger position on 
the actual issues of the campaign. 
The concern which receives the 
most attention closest to election 
day, character or issues, will 
probably decide the election. 
"People have to decide if they 
want more and better services or 
less taxes," continued Carroll. 
11People can choose the kind of 
government they want, but we 
are dealing with a schizophrenic 
electorate that wants two things 
at the same time." As a political 
consultant, Carroll explained how 
politicians can usually rely on 
party support so must convince 
the "swing votes" to win an elec-
tion. The irony is that these voters 
are the most disenfranchised and 
care the least about politics. 
Kris Feder, Assistant Professor 
of Economics, was the next 
speaker and she specifically ad-
dressed environmental concerns. 
She delineated the difference be-
tween 11Conunand and control" 
legislation, which forces industry 
to make pollution cu t-backsa t the 
risk of profits of jobs, and a 
J/market based" approach which 
sets up a capitalist competition 
where environmental clean-up 
jobs go to those who can do it the 
cheapest. This method fosters 
business and has met with rela-
and bounds.'' 
Currently, the station's signal is 
moving through a carrier current 
across the electrical system of the 
college and can pnly be picked up 
in Manor and Robbins. The trans-
mitters located in Tewksbury, 
Sands, Albee and Leonard were 
unwittingly disconnected by ACC 
Long Distance Phone Company 
when they rewired the college 
phone system over the summer. 
Buildings and Grounds has 
planned to reconnect the trans-
mitters soon (hopefully not long 
after reading week), so the rest of 
the campus will be able to pick up 
the signal in the near future. 
Opetatingroughly twelve hours 
a day, between the hours of 4 pm 
and 4 am, over fifty student disc 
jockeys are participating in 
WXBC. The station itself has two 
compact disc players, two record 
tivesu~sasgovenunenfsgoru 
should be to simultaneously pre-
serve and improve both the envi-
ronment and industry. "Ointon 
and Gore seem to be more at-
tuned to environmental con-
cerns," commented Feder. "But it 
is the Republicans who better un-
derstand the market-based ap-
proach. The decision is yours." 
Jerri Dell ('73) works for the 
World Bank as Coordinator of 
their Women in Development 
Program. Dell contrasted Bush's 
"family values" platitude with the 
need ·for the administration to 
foster" diversity in the work-place 
and a wor!<-family agenda. Issues 
such as child care, family leave, 
flexible hours and elderly care 
have to be considered.~~ For busi-
nesses to be more productive and 
government to be more effective, 
men and women have to work 
together to take the responsibility 
and share family duties. 
Dell implied that the Republi-
cans are attacking Hillary Clinton 
because they ''are mad and afraid .. 
of women in the work-place." Dell 
urged that our president should 
model the appropriate attitude 
and behavior, appoint open-
minded people for the cabinet and 
other positions and should en-
dorse legislature that would sup-
port this work-family agenda. 
''The 1950's was a false world of 
white, anglo-saxon male politics, 
and wewantourpresidenttocatch 
up with reality," l)ell concluded. 
V' 
players, a dual cassette deck, and 
plans include the installation of a 
track machine and telephone in-
terface to get callers on t~e air. 
The music library from last year 
amounted to a handful of donated 
LPs and has now grown to hun-
dreds of compact discs and 
records ranging from modem rock 
to rap to world beat/reggae, 
which arrive almost daily, directly 
from the record companies. 
"With FM we'll have total cov-
erage of the campus and decent 
soundquality,"predicted Beattie. · 
Parts for the FM transmitter have 
been ordered and when they ar-
rive the transmitter must be tested 
with the antenna to find air space. 
"The conversion to FM should be 
sometime this semester ... we'll get 
there." 
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. ~pOll a fune; th<)USaD4:iS <>f 
years ago, the essentials of civili-
zation (if you could call it that) 
were food, a 
dry cave and 
a nice heavy 





a necessity as 
well; there-
fore, there cani.e to be fire and 
clothing: simply a few roughly 
cut pieces of fur at firstthen, even-
tually, woven materials in various 
·styles. With fashion, there have 
been many other developments 
through the passage of time. 
Take the development of writ-
ten communication for instance-
a crude alphabet became lan-
guage. Firstlanguagewasspoken, 
then written on stone, then 
parchment. Then it was copied 
by hand and after that it was re-
produced by the wonderful in-
vention of the 16th century-·the 
printing press. The printing press 
was followed by the typewriter, 
first used by Mark Twain in the 
19th Century. A century after the 
typewriter came the computer. 
· Computers were very large at 
first and had limited uses. '[)uring 
World War II, rough versions of 
computers were used to help 
breqk codes. These computers 
often filled the space of an entire 
·:-. ' ' .. 
. ' - ' : 
· · · : · · · , · , , '· · · · ·· vJ~==:~;=~it;i~~ 
ment agencies were able to obtain Award-winning entries will be 
smaller, more functional com- published in Potentials, a student 
puters. Finally, in the 1970's, magazine for up-and-coming en-
computers became both more af- gineers and computer scientist. 
fordable and more functional. Entries must be typed, doubled-
They could be found in homes spaced and on one side of 81/2 by 
and businesses. Today, comput- ll"bondpaper. Each page should 
ers are used for almost anything: be numbered and should also in-
word processing, entertainment, elude the essay title .in the upper 
Iayout,bookkeeping,accounting, right-hand margin. A separate 
mathematical analysis and learn-· sheet should include the entrant's 
ing. These are justa few examples name, school name, home address 
· of valuable computer uses, but and essay title. 
what next? The entries will be judged at the 
Undergraduate and graduate statelevelbyselectioncommittees 
students worldwide are invited comprised of NCR employees, 
to predict the future of computing IEEE Computer Society members 
and get a chance to win cash and and leaders from business and 
a NCR notebook computer. education. The semifinalist's es-
Computer World magazine, the says will be evaluated by a blue-
Institute of Electrical and Elec- ribbon panel of nationally recog-
tronic Engineers (IEEE) Computer nized leaders. The judges will be 
Society,and NCR Corporation are looking for essays that provide an 
sponsoring a $60,000 "New Ways imaginative, well-thought-out 
of Computing'' Essay Competi- vision of the information technol-
tion. ogy environment that students 
The essays must be original, will become a part of in the near 
unpublished work, not exceeding future. The specific judging cri-
3,000 words. Contestants are teria will indude social, techno-
given J/the opportunity to exercise logical and business implications; 
theirimaginationsandexplorethe creativity and originality; clarity; 
infinite possibilities," says Dr. and skill in presentation. 
Fiorenza Albert-Howard (VP of The grand prize winner will be • 
IEEE Computer Society). awarded $10,000 in cash and an 
Giuseppe Bassani (VP of NCR NCR notebook computer. The 
Stakeholder Relations Division) second prize winner will receive 
believes uthis competition will $5,000 in cash and an NCR note-
foster new ideas and break bookcomputer,andthethirdprize 
through old ways, of thinking winnerwillreceive$3,000incash 
about informational technology." and an NCR notebook computer. 
r------------------------ But, that is not alH Professors or 
faculty advisors who work \-vith 
and encourage the three winning 
students will also be awarded 
NCR notebook computers. An 
attempt to increase faculty /stu-
dent communication? Just a way 
to promote the company prod-
ucts? Probably a little of both, but 
certainly a creative way to express 
ideas and win prizes. 
room. In the 1950's and 60's, how-
The Jerome Levy Economics Institute of Bard College 
FALL 1992 
LEVY INSTITUTE LECfURE SERIES 
Thursday, October 15, 1992 
8:00 p.m. Lecture 
Graciela Chichilnisky, Professor of Economics, 
Columbia University will be giving a lecture on 
''Global Environment and International Trade". 
Second in a series - everyone is welcome to attend. Free 
If you would like to have a 
chance, your essay must be post-
markedbyDecember15, 1992and 
received by January 1,1993. En-
tries should be sent to College 
Essay Contest, Manning, Selvage 
& Lee, 79 Madison Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10016. For further in-
formation on the contest itself, . 
interested students should tele-
phone Sean Glynn, MS&L at (212) 
213-7192. NCR employees and 
family members, of course, are 
not eligible for the contest! 
Dead ~~~~ ~' "\ I;-. •• '· 
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The opinions in this column are not necessarily th;;;~f the Observer. 
Howeoer, Greg tells us that they are divinely inspired and who are we to 
comment on the Lord's mysterious ways? 
Many people on this campus like to complain about prejudice 
and bigotry and other silly issues like that. However, all those 
people really missed a doozy last week. No, 
I'm not talking about my Columbus column, 
nor the racial epithets I shouted from my 
window on Sunday, nor even the blatantly 
anti-Asian Beer Column. I am talking about a 
kind of bigotry that is too often tolerated, the 
insidious evil of weightism. 
I am surprised that none of the so-called 
liberals at this campus noticed the obviously 
weightist ''Tum Down Your Fat-0-Sta t'' pam-
phle~ that were handed to us in Kline last week. These pamphlets, 
pubbshed by the American Heart Association Nazis, would have 
us :a-tin~ nuts and twigs while goose-stepping our way to uniform 
wetghts tf they had their way. Luckily, there are people like me that 
stand in their way and are too heavy to be moved. 
l?e weightist movement relies on our ignorance and on a mys-
tenous regimen of uphysical fitness" which was cooked up by their 
slimness-obsessed scientist goons. They are allegedly helping us 
~elp oursel~es. Yeah, and if you believe th~t, then why was the :a t-O-Stat pamphlet. spoRsored by four dtfferent food corpora-
tions? Do you really think that they are trying to alienate their best 
consumers? 
These scientists would have us believe that the way to healthier 
living. is to shed our beloved poundage. Oh, my chunky brothers 
and ststers, do not be deceived by this pseudo-scientific babble 
about cholesterol and heart disease. According to a documented 
study, 26% of the United States population is overweight, but they 
o~y make up a measly 9% of all the murders, suicides and other 
VlOlent deaths in the country. 
The results of this study are clear. While very few of us have ever 
seen a man ~urdered by a "cholesterol" or the vague malady 
called heart dtsease, we have all seen guns and knives and know 
the destruction that they are capable of, espeda11y in the hands of 
menta~ly unstable skinny people. The question we must ask our-
selves ts would we rath~r die a natural death due to Oreo overdose 
and be buried ina coffin shaped like a piano box or would we rather 
rest eternally in a pizza box after being hit by a skinny crackhead 
speeding away from his latest stabbing? 
What is it that fat people want? We want what all victimized 
minorities want: our own month. A "Fully-Figured Persons Ap-
pr~~ation Month" dedicated to all of the famous heavy people, like 
Wilham Howard Taft, Benjamin Franklin, Oprah Winfrey a hefty 
portion of English Royalty, Buddha, etc., who have achi~ved so 
much. 
. We must also put an end to institutionalized weightism. For 
~nstance, the Insurance Industry has determined that anyone who 
1s 10~ over t~eir 11ideal" body weight should be penalized with 
he~vte~ .prei_Illums a~ a he~th risk. Of course, skinny people, with 
the1r high nsk of bemg killed by one of their own psychopathic 
~d, arenot~n~i~a~all.Somepeople havesuggestedoutlawing 
~his type of dtscnnunatxon, but my solution is simpler: line up the 
Insurance buggers and shoot them. 
Last of all, heavy people must take pride in their bulk. We must 
carry o~r weight ~ith ~ride, not shame, in nice bright floral prints 
and ho~zon.tal stnpes, mstead of battleship grey. It is time that our 
large nunonty was recognized. 
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past was 
AIDS Committee's big day. 




The goal of 
this commu-
nity event 




sible to benefit AIDS-Related 
Community Services (ARCS) in 
its program to provide care for 
babies with the AlPS disease. 
to 'iver 
free of charge to anyone who may 
need them. Their programs in-
clude hospital visits, community 
education, counseling, training for 
HIV test counselors, prison visit 
and support groups. People who 
feel they are in need of any of 
these services should call and 
speak with a Crisis Intervention 
Counselor on ARCS's Aidsline. 
The number for that is 1-B{X)-992-
1442. People who would like to 
volunteer their time to help this 
organization, or simply would like 
further infonnation should con-
tact the Director of Human Re-
sources at (914) ·345-8888. 
''ARCS is a very worthy organi-
zation to fund-raise for," re-
marked one walker on Sunday 
when ask~ why he was partici-
pating. Many of the students and 
faculty involved with the walk-a-
thon seemed to share thi~ opin-
ion; the most popular reason for 
walking was "it's a good thing to 
ARCS's mission is to allay fear, 
reduce transmission of HIV and 
ensure that poople affected by 
HIV I AIDS receive a broad spec-
trum of services that meet their 
:heeds and enhance their lives. 
Dedicated and well-trained pro-
fesstonals offer their time and 
.------------------..;...~....,... ........................ ~~----. do," but some felt that 
the event was even 
more important than 
that. A senior re-
marked, "It's one way 
of community 
service ... every south, 
up Route 199 into Red 
Hook, left onto 9 head-
ing north, down Lin-
den Road, right onto 
Budds Comers Road, 
left onto Whaleback 
(Kelly) Road, back to· 
Annandale Road, back 
past Manor Gate house 
and back to the chapel. 
Some of the partici-
pants, however, 
thought they were sup-
posed to head down 
Annandale Road to-
wards Feitler rather 
thanupto9G. Thisconfusionwas 
settled easily with a few people 
· yelling "go left, go left" and did 
not at all compare to the confu-
sion later in the walk. 
Whatconfusion? Noone knows 
better than the walkers them- to bring their maps. Others said 
selves,mostofwhommanaged to that the maps were of little or no 
get lost and ended up walking usebecausetheroadsinRed.Hook 
fartherthantheintendeddistance. were not marked. One theory is 
One student, Andy Cos tel report- that Linden Road contained a 
edly walked 21 miles. Why the . hook at which s~me walkers mi~­
extremity of misdirection? No tak~nly headed m the wrong dl-
one knows for sure. Students were rection. 
reminded to walk in single file Des~ite the ~~st wal~ers, most 
and avoid traffic,butmanyforgot madett back wtthou~ rrushapand 
V;:t.· were rewarded red nbbons to ac-
<{~ ~~_,~M!q'fl'!!g~• 
1 
.. ;· knowledge th~ir determination 
.. ~- . li' r~ ·. and accomplishment. Each 
i' : : ~· ~~ walker was sponsored by friends :_ ~4atw4atl.ry .. o-e.a.cts, IIV'I-.....-.c:::...-... b••-.. ·· .... and supporters who pledged to .. ·· ..A..c::c: ___ C» .... __ ... ~--.....-.y-11'1--Y ""----... . •. I 
~
' > ........... ~~cy H--ts ... -=-•-c::lk:l.l~ht P~-.-.:-..-s... . ... give a certain amount of money 
{ ·. ~1..-.11::-g.e Pc:::..•11:etrs., l..-.c.,.-.-...... . ' · '1 lked b th• ' ' :• ~~=--t:c:h ... s. Rl..-.gs: ....... c:tolc:>g.-- ....... -... ?·:r· per rru e wa y e parttcl-
,~.... . .__ ... t:,._. ..... A_ .... o:..- st:J.....,.py i. pant of their choice. The partici-• . j . _,._r_phet.-.zoall- •. ~ 
it·~ Open 6 Days a week Mon.-Sat. 10_6 · . . ·. pantswhogot~ost,however,~ill (;t:~ • i . only be collecting for the 8 rrule ~.~ 329 Wall Street, Ktngston, NY ;r originalgoal. Thetotalamountof 
~:c.· £l k ~,f_).J~~_::::; ;), ~::~=-:~;M. >J.:•J,If. J: money raised Is not yet kn~wn. 
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The Man on the Street (litera.lly) Beer Column 
Note: The following article is the product 
of a drunken and diseased mind. Please 
pay no attention to the incoherent 
ramblings of this madman, who is being 
especially obnoxious and un-PC this week 
in a feeble attempf to get some mail and 
possibly a free pizza from the Observer hate 
mail contest. Thank you, and have a nice 
day. 
moments to spend writing a letter to your 
old friend, Mr. Beer Columnist. Now, I 
know that none of you could possibly have 
no opinion whatsoever about my choice of 
beers, because we go to Bard, one of the 
smallest and most opinionated colleges in 
the United States (Can you say United 
States? Close enough). In fact, just yes-
terday someone came up to me and 
, promised to write me a note regarding 
Hello, boys and girls, and welcome to some dark beers he wanted me to try, and 
Mr. Beer Columnist's neighborhood. · then promptly dropped off the face of the 
Today's column will be about two of the Earth. (I suppose he couldn't find a single 
top beers in recent history. Can you say pieceofpaperonthiswholecampus,huh? 
beers? I knew that you could. But before Yeah, some do-good liberal who actually 
we begin, let's check to see what Mister reads this garbage must have gone mad 
Mailperson has brought us in his big sack. and recycled it all.) So, despite the hurtful 
Let's see, now ... my package from neglect you have been showing your fa-
Jamaica ... eight of the same Music Program vorite beer columnist, I have done the im-
Zeromailing5advertisingsomethingwhich possible, or at least the improbable. Yes, 
happened three weeks ago ... my goodness, boys and girls, some time this weekend I 
boysandgirls,youhavebeenbusy,haven't spentthenightin ~rlfc CittJ'' atthePark 
you? So busy that you don't have a few Avenue home (well, actually he lives in a 
An Interview with 
St. Stephen • s 
Queer+ 
Ephen Glenn Colter 
Eph: ... Who's interviewing who? 
St.: That ~in question. 
Eph: You know, I would never have 
guessed anybody even lived in there if I 
hadn't seen you going out for a walk. How 
long have you been on campus? 
St.: Let's just say I come from the 110ld" 
school of thought. 
Eph: What do have time to talk about? 
St.: I want to know more about all this 
"tensionu. I've heard people talking about 
racism. 
Eph: Why ask me? 
St.: I saw your picture in the paper ... and 
well, I'm interested in what students have 
to say for themselves. Adolf's is gone, the 
Savoy is gone, the dogs were taken away, 
and the Bard Inquirer doesn't tell me 
anything I shouldn't know. 
Eph: (smile) You have to be intelligent to 
understand racism on this campus. Thafs 
why I tell most people to put the word 
down. Lest we forget: Racism is a weapon. 
Ifs sharp, and you can cut yourself. 
St.: You sound like an expert. 
Eph: No, just a victim. Just a victim who 
has yet to find any distance from the scenes 
of so many crimes ... A good friend of mine 
who graduated last year said she was still 
too busy "surviv'n" to think of herself as a 
survivOr m:.. a victim. 
St.: I overheard a woman say that she 
was feeling ''niggardly'' last week. Did it 
haY'e·anything to do with the sign over the 
Old Gym "Women and Race"? 
Eph: I know the woman you're referring 
to, and yes: It did. The sign read one thing 
but was really saying, flashing, groping 
'White women and those Black people." 
And if there were truth in advertising it 
would have gone on to publically outline 
thetermswomenofcolorarealwaysaware 
of: White girls wil~ cry, be afraid of you,ask 
you about your hair again, want to be your 
sister only to be forgiven. You will leave 
having wasted your time. I suggested that 
the next time they bill it Women and Expe-
rience. 
St.: That's your opinion. What did the 
women say themselves? 
Eph: One woman suggested that I go 
even if "men" weren't allowed because I 
was ''more of a woman than most of the 
tenderbooties who would show up.u One 
woman called it a ''soothing session11 for 
white guilt after it was over; another said 
that she was ashamed of her race after so 
many "white" women embarrassed her at 
the meeting with their stupidity. Another 
woman who worked on a paper instead 
that night said she didn't have to go to the 
meeting to know the Women's Center's 
issues here at Bard are ''redundant." 
St.: Were men there? 
Eph: If you can call them that. Frankly I 
think they were invading the woman· 
created space. But as one woman pointed 
out to me and others, they really weren't; 
the Women's Cen-ter did not officially say 
men were not welcome. Nowhere was it 
continued on page 6 
cardboard box, but the vent he sleeps above 
is on Park A venue} of Bob Mrangha, a self 
proclaimed beer-prophet who has threat-
ened to 'deliver a plaguie upon me,' what-
ever that means, if I reveal his name or his 
mailing address. I brought him home with 
me and stuck him in the closet, and he has 
agreed to cooperate with me and give a full 
"beer reading" of two beers which God 
himself has told him would be enjoyed by 
all you boys and girls out there. In return 
I will take off the handcuffs and give him 
back his box. Take it away, Bob. 
''Thanks, kid. Now, these two beers are 
a coupleofbeauties which everyone should 
drink, and, like 1 told you before, God has 
personally assured me that y'all will like 
'em a reallot. See, ordinarily they are out 
of my league, but, you know, today is a 
.. special occasion and all, cause I got to sleep 
on a carpet last night. And they are both 
imported by God'sown Import Company, 
Guiness. So anyway, Bass comes first. 
Bass is a Pale Ale, like it says on the bottle, 
I dunno what that means but it's British 
and kinda looks like maple syrup, which is 
one of my favorite beers ... oh yeah, no, well, 
maple syrup isn't really a beer, but if you 
let it ferment a while in an alleyway ... yeah, 
sorry,ow ... Bassale. Right. It'sgotaslightly 
bitter taste, right, kinda musty smell, but 
according to The Lord that's how a fine 
beer should be, and that's the way I like it, 
uh huh. And it's really, I mean, reJZlly dry, 
crisp and clean and dee-licious. Good head, 
good beer, that's my motto, and the head 
on this beer even tastes so good you don't 
want to waste that little bit at the bottom 
there, see? What's that say? 
taJk .. .more ... about. .. the ... well, damn, kid, 
gimme a minute here to get to it. God says 
this beer is sacred and should be the stan-
dard by which an beers are measured, 
okay? Yeah, real smooth going down, 
mellow and nice. It's great chilled, but 
don't ever leave beer in the freezer for too 
long cause it will explode. Bass is one of the 
greatbeersofall time, a real crowd pleaser, 
not too expensive, available almost any-
where, and a real good way to impress the 
chicks, ya know? 
"Guiness Extra Stout is another great, 
God-given beer, but it's real different than 
Bass. For starters, it's black. Really black, 
like the bottom of my feet after three years 
on the street. Hey, that rhymes, don't it -
Wow, I'm a poet and owwww, stop that, 
okay? Where the hell was I? Oh yeah, 
black beer, and so, instead of being white 
like most heads are, the head is the dark 
brown color of a medium-dark beer itself. 
Guiness is from Ireland, where they really 
know their dark beers, and it shows. Ro-
bust, mellow, and satisfying are three words 
that come to mind when I describe this 
beer, and that's not just because it says that 
on the bottle neither. This isn't an every-
day beer, but like I said before, for special 
occasions it is a real unusual treat. Get it if 
you can, but don't get drunk on Guiness 
because you'll vomit black-what do you 
mean I can't say that? Oh, okay, okay, kid. 
This stuff is really sweet even if it doesn't 
look like it's going to taste good, and it 
tastes kinda like a thick bitter-stoutish 
licorice mal ted ... yeah, that would really hit 
the spot right about now ... ow! Hey, man,. 
God chose me as his beer messenger and 
youcan'thitme ... stopit! Stop! Help! God, 
help your messenger ... " 
Well, boys and girls, that was exciting, 
wasn't it? Sorry to end things so abruptly, 
but it turns out that even if he was a true 
beer expert, our friend Bob had to be 
committed to a special hospital where he 
can talk to God all day. He was a nice guy, 
but he was psychotic. Can you say "psy-
chotic?" I knew that you could. 
beer Guiness Bass 
Ext.ra stout Pale ale 
Beveraee way 
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6 Another View 
Sir Horace and Lady Jeananais• Restaurant Roam 
Throughout the simmer I shiver month 
of September, Sir Horace and myself ven-
tured to several restaurants in the area. 
Here we provide you with bits from a few 
half-baked loafs from the great kitchen of 
the Hudson Valley. Mind the large dose; 
we've three weeks to catch up on. · 
Our fiurst stop was the TAP HOUSE. For 
those of you who don't know where it is, it 
sits on Route 9 between Red Hook and 
Rhinebeck; basically an out-of-place pub 
that used to be Maril<O's. The inside is not 
as over-decorated as the Rolling Rock Cafe, 
also located on Route 9, but still has that 
11all-American (elaborated upon below)" 
character and in most ways seems like an 
over-decorated and upscale Roy Rogers. 
Sir Horace had a bowl of sticky, brackish, 
though warm, onion soup, followed by a 
·small, charred and forgettable steak -
especially disheartening because Horace 
likes all steak prepared rare. The word 
steak, for carnivores~ brings delight to all 
the senses, while it repulses vegetarians to 
· no end (unless of course it is still alive and 
roaming a pasture in Vermont or Oregon 
somewhere). Let me say that the TAP 
HOUSE is not for vegetarians or non-dairy 
lovers. I, of course, you must understand, 
indulge in both meat and dairy products 
and consequently, I was thrilled when, Another evening we traveled over the 
upon ordering a beverage, I discovered Kingston-Rhinecliffbridgetothe1HYMES 
thattheyhadunhomogenizedcreamwhich in downtown "Old Kingston," of Wall 
is something I most enjoy. I then ordered Street. It is my suspicion that the THYMES 
the Fillet Steak Sandwich, and I might add , shares the building with a secondhand 
that the TAP HOUSE is not the place for store of sorts as the stagnant dank stench 
me, for steak, but rather for shoe leather, that we were greeted with upon entering 
which could be useful during the upcom- the restaurant suggested. 
ing winter, they'll say it'll be a cold one! [All right -- I must interject here this 
Along with an all-American 1980s re- confession and admit that we did not have 
bellious mock tradition feel, the seating we reservations. At the point when the hostess 
had was definitely not the place for us to asked ''Do you have reservations?" I said, 
enjoy our meal, for we were cramped into "Sir HOrace made them for 8p.m." Then 
a small booth. During the meal Sir Horace Sir HOrace grabbed my aim with torrid 
and I had to switch seats several times to tension, ''but Lady J, you were supposed to 
maintain the usual comfort we demand makethem."Webothlookedatthehostess 
while dining. One reason for this constant "OHNO!" She quickly felt sorry for us and 
"cacophonous chairs" though is due to Sir seated us as fast as possible. Our plan 
HOrace's backstabbing fear, which I find worked again. A delightful duplicity!] 
perfectly charming. After our meal we As.ssonaswehadrelaxedintoourchiars, 
didn'tstoptopiddle~weleftquickly.For an over-friendly waiter hovered over our 
under $30 both of us ate; however, the table and spoke directly at us, his ann 
comfort of our own humble hovels and about an inch from our faces. He greeted 
some Kilmer's Red Hook IGA fresh steaks us: ~~Here is some complimentary bread." 
would have done quite well, at less than He also promised a "complimentary" 
half the cost. And we would have had the 'Basil-type-asparagus' appetizer. Sir 
pleasure too, of feeding the steak scraps to Horace and I were both quite puzzled by 
severaloftheloacldiminishingpopulation his frequent affected offering of "compli-
of raccoons who frequent Horace's ve- mentary'' takenforgranteds. We ignored 
randa. him though, since Sir Horace never touches 
butter that isn't yellow. 
On this particular evening I had the duck, 
while Sir HOrace had the venison. We 
were quite impressed with our entrees. 
The venison was tender and served with a 
pleasantly moderate sweet sauce, with 
peaches. My duck had a similar taste (it 
seems that they play the same game), yet 
wasabitmorepungentthandelicateBambi. 
Ample sauce (pleasantly warm) for both 
entrees,alongwithatastyminorassortment 
of carrots and com. We had no need for 
dessert, as we left sated, with the sweet 
aftertaste of game not in vain, a rare trea-
sure nowadays, -and we considered our 
stomachs, and looked at one another, and 
smiled, knowing that we had eaten just the 
right amount. ALthough quite costly, the 
THYMES is a good place to take your 
parents when they visit. Nevertheless, we 
would suggest that hey acquire more at-
tractive looking menus. They are in the 
'Host' brand decor used by airlines, and 
bring to mind my antipathy to flying. 
Also over the bridge, in Saugerties, we 
dined at CAFE TAMAYO. Let me say that 
Sir Horace and I were thoroughly im-
pressed with theatmosphereofthiseatery, 
and the decor was eagerly admired by the 
continued on pag~ 10 
St. Stephen•s interview continued 
am.t(nued from pag~ 6 
stated clearly: NO PENISES. I have enough 
sense and a great deal of respect for my 
friends to know me and my snaps were not 
needed. They are "'fierce" people of color 
and I am only annoyed that the Women's 
Center insulted their intelligence just as a 
lot of men insulted manhood by not taking 
the meeting seriously. I heard men associate 
the women's space with things like "cat 
fight," "venomous/' and ''bitchy." ,These 
men (and the rest of us) need to be 
atThursday's "Men of Consciousness" 
meeting. And all of this was ~. the 
Women's meeting and before ~By's re-
. sponse to Amu's essay. 
· St.: Is this racism at Bard? 
Eph: On this campus before you can talk 
about racism you have to talk about white 
guilt; before you can talk about white guilt 
you have to talk about black sexuality; 
before you can talk about black sexuality 
you have to talk about white sensitivity; 
before you can talk about white sensitivity 
you have to talk about white privilege, and 
before you can talk about white privilege 
you have to talk aJ:x>u t "white washing''. If 
those women had gone in there to talk 
about racism they may have come out 
"enlightened" rather than still just white. 
But since they went into it to talk about 
Amu's article but were too lily-livered to 
address it - or anything - directly, they 
didn't get shit. As my grandmother stiU 
says today, Shit or get off the pot. 
St.: People say you're too harsh. 
Eph: Reality is harsh. When black folks 
get REAL we're just reflect'n the glare. For 
·white people to understand our identities 
we are asked to invalidate our experience 
by explaining our existence. People still 
find the audacity to ask myself and my 
friends why we sit together in twos and 
threes or 111ittle Africa." I 'm gonna get 
REAL with volks one of these days and 
inquire about little "Eastern Europe." Then 
I will read them by directing them to a map 
of Mrica, an entire continent much too 
large to belittle or fit inside Kline, this 
campus, or this country. 
St.: Why do you feel responsible? 
· Eph: Black folks still have to be respon-
sible for themselves and knowing 11White" 
volk better than they know themselves. As a 
man of color, the attitude of the statement 
'l)'ou don't know me!"' is DRAMA, is de-
fense of the implied statement '"Who do you 
think you are?"Why do white people need 
black people to call them racist? Why don~t 
people call themselves racist since the word 
has gained much more attention than the 
experience.It'sasickparadox,nottomention 
selfishand severely insensitive. This is college, 
not elementary. Most Black folks around 
here have already ridden that merry-go-
round of history. 
St.: American racismisan objective behav-
ior that we as Americans should point out. 
Eph: Then why do people of color, queer 
people--and all those "othered" in the 
world-find themselves in the position of 
putting their finger on it and telling ''white" 
people who they are? You know something, 
I don~ t have any close "white" friends. I have 
friends from Ohio, I have lesbian friends, 
friends! met in Germany, friends that dance, 
dying friends, older friends, "just'' friends, 
friends I walked withontheAIDSWalkathon. 
I have "white" foes bent on trying to further 
colonize my mind and cultural experience-
Yaknow? 
St.: Yes. More people should know better. 
Eph: I don't mind being a friend and I 
don'tmindcommunityresponsibility-and 
I actually like being a man sometimes-but 
I resist mothering anything but my own 
babies and personally refuse to beanybody's 
Mammy. 
St.: Are you an angry black man? 
Eph: No. I'm just plain 'ole existentially 
unimpressed these days. Racism has unfor-
tunately become cliche. There's a lot of work 
to be done, and a lot of it could be done as 
homework,onyourown time. Blackstud~ts 
take the opportunity. Saturday evening a 
few of us spoke with Black Alumnae. We 
talked about the war in this country against 
young black men. There are a lot of things in 
addition to 11racism" that people don't talk 
intelligently about on campus. People yell 
racism these days when I know they are too 
afraid to call it what it is, from "classism" to 
'"homophobia" to "fascism." It has the same 
effect of yelling ''fire" in a crowded theater 
wheninrealityifsa "flood" ora "hurricane" 
or Global Wanning. 
St.: You do tend to get rather "emotional" 
-over if5ues. 
Eph: You want to talk about "emotional"? 
Like Mr. Cover of the New York Times 
Magazine tellingsomeoneatoneofhishouse 
sittings a week and a half before her gradu-
ation that she was not a black woman. Oh no, 
to him she was just a human being. Well, to 
send her off into the big cruel world without 
the dignity of identity she had worked four 
years to create out of her racist experiences 
was ... "something'' NOT kosher. I mean, 
who is he to be defining women or anyone. 
And while we're here, let's not forget the 
Professor who haphazardly barged into a 
BBSO meeting a week ago and decided while 
he was there he would try to get one of the 
"black women"- not one of the other "hu-
man beings'' on campus-to actin one of his 
plays for five minutes. I only hope it wasn't 
the role of a maid. 
St.: (sigh). 
Eph: Other insidious insensitivities hap-
pen here at Bard, from the cannibalism of 
cats in Robins to the reusability of meat and 
meat by-products in the kitchen of Kline. 
St.: (Who ever heard of lard in refried 
beans? I'm glad somebody's Abuela called 
them on the cholesterol.) 
Eph: ... From the real people to blame in the 
negligibility of hierarchy surrounding the 
housing crisis to the. spirits at Blithewood, 
the scandalous imbroglios, the cover-your-
ass mentality EVERYWHERE, and the poli-
tics of facts surrounding tenure, rehiring, 
and firing. 
St.: .. Js he a Moony or not? 
Eph: Is it any of my fucking business?! Is 
this all just gossip to you? 
St.: Yes. Whatelseistheretotalkaboutit? 
Eph: ... Just between the two of us? 
St.: Sbictly on the dl G. 
Eph: -Where did you hear that?! 
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Appearing from October 3rd to 
the 6th at the Scene Shop Theatre 
of the Avery Arts Center is the 
World Pre-
miere of the 
play."Eugene 
Onegin" by 





Alexander Pushkin. Like many 
plays which the Bard Theatre pre-
sents, this piece is nontraditional~ 
which is what makes it so inter-
esting. From the very beginning, 
the audience perceives what a 
strange and twisted performance 
is about to take place. A woman 
enters, reading a novel aloud~ af-
ter which a man descends from a 
flight of stairs. A bear then enters 
from the same direction as the 
woman and proceeds to meet the 
man, only to kill him. A fourth 
party then enters the scene, while 
reading a recipe book aloud, and 
screams when she finds the dead 
man. Though it seems confusing, 
the audience later learns how this 
fragment fits in with the play. Yet, 
the main focus of this scene is to 
demonstrate the oddities which 
are lurking about in the context. 
Alexander Pushkin, played by 
Jason Holmes McKay, addresses 
the audience explaining that he is 
preparing to write a great novel; 
the characters in the play are the 
characters in his novel and lend 
his opinions to him throughout 
the course of the work; he still 
remains the writer in the sense 
that he tries to control the overall 
situation. It is ironic that a writer 
would be so concerned with his 
characters that he would intercede 
and become a character himself, 
making it unclear what is real and 
what is fantasy. 




and much more ... 
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where Pushkin dances with Olga 
and wiJl not let Vladimir cut in. 
When Vladimir was shot and 
killed, it was hard to know what 
to make of this sudden serious 
scene and so instead of feeling 
upset, I laughed, as others did. 
Shan a Lane-Broc~ Ean Sheehy1 Jason Holmes McKay, Nancy Adams Jones and David Hyde Costello in Eugene Onegin 
Yet, despite the cases of 
overacting and serio-drarna, "Eu-
gene Onegin" is a success in its · 
attempts to hold tl~e attention of 
the audience. It is generally a light-
hearted play in which the audi-
ence can laugh at Pushkin's at-
tempts to manipulate his own 
novel, fighting against none other 
than his own characters as to the 
action and plot of the story. And 
though the love-angst scenes be-
tween Onegin and Ta tyana are 
rather sickening and pathetic, the 
general theme behind all of it is 
what makes the play worth see-
ing. Pushkin is by far the star of 
the show not only the character, 
but the actor who portrayed him 
as well. McKay's light-hearted at-
titude and dexterity are what 
makes the play come together; he 
was the thread which holds ev-
erything in place. r.r 
character,EugeneOnegin(played 
by David Hyde Costello)~ by con-
vincing this cool and detached 
grouch that he shouldntt be so 
bored and that there exist many 
fascinating things to behold. 
Onegin, though, does not want to 
believe that the reality of love will 
help his boredom. Even after 
Pushkin tried to set him up 
Tatyana Larina, played by Nancy 
Adams Jones, One gin still was not 
satisfied. At this point in the play, 
the audience is aware of the fact 
that not only is Pushkin seen and 
heard by Onegin, but also by rest 
of the characters in his novel 
incuding Tatyana and the happy 
couple of Vladimir Lensky and 
Olga Larina, played by Ean 
Sheehy and Shana Lane-Block re-
spectively. 
With all of this interaction tak-
ing place, it is difficult fo_r the 
audience not to be curious and 
become concerned with the events 
about to take place. But what is 
slightly disturbing about the play 
is the fact that, at some points, it 
feels as if it is a confused mix 
between comedy and serious 
drama; this disconcertion is at 
times disruptive to the sequence 
of action. For instance, it is clear 
that a great amount of comic relief 
is intended in the play, as the 
wholeaspectofPushkin- the light-
hearted novelist who enjoys in-
teracting with his characters. Yet, 
simultaneously, there are scenes 
which require the viewers to snap 
themselves into a serious mode, 
which is a bit difficult to do so 
suddenly. 
The scene in which Tatyana 
writes Onegin a love letter~ asking 
him to love her back and to spend 
the rest of his life with her, was 
hard to swallow given that they 
had only met once. Here she was, 
writing a school-girl letter to a 
man she barely knew, crying and 
being emotional; was the audi-
ence seriously supposed to feel 
for her? That is how it appeared to 
be, but how could anyone take 
that eam~stly and be expected to 
sympathize with her, especially 
after the antics which the audi-
ence just experienced. 
We then have the serious dual 
scene in which Vladimir and 
Pushkin face off simply because 
Vladimir becomesangryata party 
Columbus and the Stolen Continent 
Stolen Continents presents a re-
visionist approach to the tradi-






cover of the 
"new world." 
As the West 
celebrates 500 
years since the original voyage, 
author Ronald Wright posits,' his-
tory continues to have its actors 
bound up in myths. These myths 
havegainedmomentumovertime 
and divide history into cultural 
winners and losers. The winners, 
those who write and defend this 
discovery as the West's shining 
hour, become those who benefit 
fromtheperpetuationofthemyth, 
The losers, inhabitants of "the 
great island" at the time of 
Columbus's arrival, must con-
tinue to embrace the myth in oredr 
for cultural survival. What is cientArnericanprogressiswaged 
clearly at issue for Mr. Wright is by historians. That a civilization 
not Christopher Columnbus and ' arosewithoutthewheeland plow 
his personal biography, but those was a marvel to historians who 
events that set an already inhab- seemed to forget a minor detail; 
ited and socialized world ablaze plow animals did not exist until 
with irreversable biological and Columbian times. Maya 
cultural trauma. The andent na- heiroglyphs, undecipherable to 
tions that have survived the Eu- thesesameEurocentrichistorians, 
ropean persecution have done so could not be considered real 
in a subordinate position, inytho- writing based solely on a lack of 
logicalwinneroverloser.Wright's comprehension of this sophisti-
intention is to dispel the myth cated style of communication. It 
regarding conventional whit-Eu- is within the same spirit that both 
ropean history. Using the avail- these cultural interpretations be-
able culural resources that accu- come misunderstood and lost in a 
rately sketch the origins of the white-European context. 
original inhabitants of the "new Peruvian novelist, Mario Vargas 
world," Wright presents the other Uosa, has written his abstracted 
side of history. version of the fall of the Inca 
To support his assertion that Empire. Uosa contends that the 
post..ColumbianAmericanotonly Incas were completely in awe of 
destroyed the volume of popula- the white-God and would allow 
tion, but the cultural legacy it themselves to be butchered with-
would leave behind, Wright uses out orders to the contrary. Llosa 
examples of recent interdiscipli- defends this mythical revival by 
nary thoui?ht. An attack on an- continwd.on pGg~ 10 
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many us, ~~~!PJ!!fd~~j~~~!~~wi!a~s~!i;;*!Ji~~;~!;!~!;~11~;~~~--,~ ...;ti;ines.''·c;~·'·,~'Jfr'6:!;a'<',.,.pf(;ti~~{I~;h~·fi~·5i~''ffir~firt:~g;~ 
is one of those greatly valued op- originally released around the that the plot as it stood was out- about it from your friend with the he meets with his boss, an evil 
portunitiestogetoffcarnpus,catch same time as Spielberg's E.T.- a shined by the effects and that ~'Y'odalives" t-shirt,BladeRunner corporate type (whose secretary, 
up on world good comparison, since E.T!.'s viewers would have to strain too is a movie that can only really be our hero, is in love with). The 
events, and earlyeightieswall-eyedoptimism hard to understand the story. So appreciated on a big screen, and musicisfunand, well, interesting, 
hopefully see is completely opposite to Blade they added narration, stuck in a the differences in the director's and alongthewayyou find some 
a few movies Runner's futuristic melancholy. few gore-shots that Scott haded- original make it better than ever. pretty odd people and places that 
before re- Box office statistics were also op- ited out and tacked on a happy A second movie not to miss is I won't even attempt to describe-
tumingto~e posite; E.T. made a mint even ending to boot. Harrison Ford's Bill Plympton's The Tune. youjusthavetoseeit.Atbarely80 
green spaces before the fuzzy doll merchandis- over-acted, jaded cop narration is Plympton is the guy who does the minutes, it's a pretty short film for 
we call in~ while Blade Runner was hated not in the currently released ver- '"Enemies" cartoon series for M1V, the money, but if you want length 
home/hell/ by critics and earned less money sion, and Scott's existentially where the two old men do in- you can go see We Finally Got 
campus I than it cost to create. However, melancholy ending has been re- sanelyviolentthingstoeachother. Around to Making A Movie Out of 
BARD.Forthoseofyouhopingto Blade Runner's dark mood was a stored. This makes for a com- TheTuneisfullyanimated,abona Last of the Mohicans, starring 
get the most out of your movie quickhitwiththemidnightmovie pletely different perception of fide cartoon movie, and it con- whomever,orbetteryet,read the 
dollar, two great deals that are crowds, and it stuck around for a Ford's character and his sur- tains even more delightful oddi- book. If you want real multi-me-
now in limited release around the shorttimebeforejumpingtovideo roundingsiwithoutthenarration, ties than Plympton's MTV or dia entertainment, though, grab 
country are Blade Runner (the rental, where it remains popular the audience can more fully ap- Animation Festival spots. This your favorite Elvis fan, stroH on 
much-touted director's cut,) and to this day. Why is it back in the- predate the acting and the direc- cartoon is also a musical, by the over to Hooby-Nooby, and catch 
Bill Plympton's The Tune. atersnow?WhenRidleyScottfirst tion,andcanbaskinthebrilliantly way,thestoryofaguyinsearchof the next showing of The Tune. 
Blade Runner, directed by Rid- screened the movie- his version- orchestrated effects without dis- that mystical stuff which allows You'll leave the theater wearing a 
leyScott(sameguyasAUEN)and totestaudienceresponse,thepro- traction. Whether you've rented one to write catchy songs. The grin- a really demented one. 
starring Harrison Ford, is a movie ducers had a fit. It was too darkly 
which has reached household- cynical, too hard to understand 
name status among the echelons and too visually self-indulgent, 
UPSTATE FILMS RHINEBECK 
$4.50. $3 for rnembers 876-25 IS 
Frl, 7:30 , IN Penon-
FHrnmaker Hava 
Durtna 9 years devoted to her film, Beller foond fuclnat- Kohav BeHer 
lnt new e'lklence about the German resistance to Hitler Sat • Sun, 4:30 
41H JUI .. Aftftll Sat .. Thurs, 7:00 & 9:00 
~ ~,:-·-, 1 animated shorts from around the world. 
GUBDAIIOII called the "stronaest. most arnstlnl collectlo, 
. of animation 
llaYitlg a ball ... \visl1 ).<>tl \vcrc l1crc! 
''OUTRAGEOUS! 
One of the best films I've seen this year!" 




"****! ••• high pitched 
attitude and an 
incredible cast." 
- Lawrence FriiScella, 
USMagulne 
Wednesday evening at the Student Center, 7 & 9pn 
0 Classifieds and personals 0 
#1 Fundraiser Nationwide Your 
fraternity, sorority, or other campus 
group can earn $500 or more in less 
thanoneweek.Itiseasy,andyou pay 
absolutely nothing. Call1-800-735-
2f117, Ext 215. 
H anyone has found a yellow SO's 
sweater with white beading, please 
return it to Box 570. It is my favorite 
sweater. 
5/M.A.C.E.S. is putting together 
an infonnation packet AnyorewhO 
would like to receive a mpy should 
send their name/box # to Box 861. 
Articles on safely, politics or general 
S/M interest would be appreciated 
as well. 
St. Booty will be playing at the 
Palladium in New York Oty on Oc-
tober 24 at Midnight. Lenny Kravitz, 
Flavor Flav, r>ee-Lite and Queen 
Latifaharejustafewoftheperfonners 
who will be accompanying St. Booty! 
fur ticket information or any other 
Booty Info., please call the Booty 
Hotlineat(914) 752-7377, ask for Jodi. 
Also, St Booty will be playing on 
Friday October 30, here at Bard for a 
pre-HalloweenBash,cmreonout(in 
costume) and funk it up with us! The 
event will take place in the Old Gym! 
Reminder: THOSE of you who or-
dered T -Shirts, you may pick them 
upbetween6-8pmattheOldGymon 
Oct. 30. Also, it is not too late to place 
an order for shirts-$12.00 and tapes 
which are $4.00. Thank you for your 
support and wehopetoseeyouallon 
Oct. 3D! 
Anyone driving to Ohio reading 
week?Or lllinois?Goingthatgeneral 
direction? Ouis 7f:IJ1, Box 303. 
~Bridge Workshop invites stu-
dents interested in organizing a 
workshop focusing on 
multirulfut'a1isn\thecollegeprocess, 
availableopportunitiesandprograms 
for high school students. If interested 
please attend a general meeting on 
Monday,Cktober19at7pminShafer 
Lounge (Alumni Donns) or contact 
752-7540. 
BABYSITTER SEEKS WORK: 
skilled in keeping "older11 kids "occu-
pied. Year of "on-site" experience. 
References: Poor Josh. Belly to BeHy 
Sitters, Third Floor N. Hoffman. 
Lookin' for a drinkin' "partner"? 
ApplytoMistressMeow, your herbal 
tease, :rainy nights only. 
I lost a silver engraved Zippo' last 
week. $tO reward offered if returned 
to Kat 752-7286. It has sentimental 
value!!! 
Any photographers with photos of 
Found: a small key in the dryer #2 me (Kat) could I have ropies? Prople 
located in the basement of South keep telling me they've seen them,. 
Hoffman. If you want it back contact 752-7286. 
box 781 or 752-72.62. 
Blow me away baby, feed me to 
WKS -lefs play doctor. your rats- I gotta be leftovers honey-
Tupperwaremy L-I Causeitbt.lrns 
Projects? You mean they're really inaringoffireandiCJin'tgotnoletters 
going to make us do projects? Love to take me to the Zombie Jamboree 
Josh, Kelly, Loey & Mike. Tuesday night cause the weekoof!lld's 
no good· so have another donut. All 
JK, meet me in the new wing at 2 trees are wood. And he made me feel 
am. Signed, the hbrary ghost. excited and~-kickin'likea pro. 
For all those wondering about MPZ•s Storytelling, it 
is continuing at "the club levet•• (meaning it meets 
regularly but is not a II class," therefore no credits are 
received} under the care of a dedicated student by the 
name of Tereza Topferova. 
Anyone interested can ·start attending, drop in to just 
check it out, or show up occasionally for some creative 
action. · 
Tuesdays 7-9 pm in Brook House 
Everyone's welcome to contribute stories in whatever 
medium. The format is open and spontaneous but 
serious and dedicated as well. Show up and share! 
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Sports •n Such 9 
This week in Bard sports was, in 
all honesty, truly depressing with 









. formance at 
the Hawk Invitational at William's 
Lake in Rosendale. Other events 
in which Bard students prevailed 
included the Badminton tourna~ 
ment which was held on Friday, 
and the four-on-four outdoor vol-
leyball tournament which took 
place on Sunday. 
WOMEN"S TENNIS 
The Bard women's tennis team 
administered, shall we say, a butt-
kicking for the second week in a 
row, defeating Mount Saint 
Vincent by the score of 8-1. The 
Blazers improved their season 
record to 2-3 with the win. The 
singles players who emerged vic-
torious included Delia Chapin (10-
2),Jennifer Reck (1 0-0) and Christa 
Shute (11-9). Bard also benefited 
from two forfeits in the fifth and 
sixthseedsinthesinglesandfrom 
one forfeit in doubles. Bard's 
doubles teams comprised of Krin 
Barberi and CelesteCarrasco,and 
Cindy Steinfinkand Christa Shute; 
both won their matches to finish 
off the over~matched Mt. St. 
Vincent. 
CROSS C~UNTRY 
Bard's Cross Country team this 
past week participated in the 
Hawk Invitational hosted by 
SUNY -New Paltz in Rosendale. 
The women's team, despite still 
·· only having two runners, contin-




The title of last week's sports 
information article was 
mispelled as nThe Weak in 
Sports.u It was meant to be "The 
WEEK in Sports." We apolo-
gize for the error, as Bard's var-
sity teams did very well last 
week. Bard athletes, as every-
body knows, are hardly weak 
in their respective sports and 
we really, really didn't mean it. 
Dawn Gray finished the very 
tough 5k course with a time of 
22:23 in tenth place, only 2:35 be-
hind the winner. Stephanie 
Chasteen finished sixteenth with 
a time of 23:06. The men also ran 
what CoachSchallenkampcaiied, 
"anextremelyhard5miles." Bard 
top finisher was John Hannon, 
INTRAMURALS 
Results are in for two of last 
week's intramural events. The 
badminton tournament held on 
Friday in the gym proved suc-
cessful for Monirul Hogue, who 
won the men's singles, Weilu Wu, 
winner of the women's singles, 
Art Coolbaugh readies his serve during the 4-on-4 outdoor volleyball tourney. 
who came in thirty-third: 5:14 be-
hind first place. Evan Rallis, 
Milord Roseborough, Ben Jordan, 
Diego Socolinsky, and Ken Park 
also ran well for the Blazers. 
SOCCER 
The women's soccer team had 
only one game this week, a loss to 
Russell Sage College Q-8. Sorry, 
enough said. The men also suf-
fered two losses this past week. 
The first to Teikyo Post University 
at home 6-0, and the second to St. 
Joseph's with the score ofD-3. De-
spite the loss, this week's Male 
Athlete of the Week is freshmen 
goalie IvanKeresztesofBudapest, 
Hungary. Coach Corrales com-
mented, "I van's quickness in the 
goal saved our team from letting 
St. Joseph's score.'' Ivan had nine 
saves despite the 0-3 loss. Con-
gratulations, Ivan! 
and the team of Malia Dumont 
and Chuck Beckius, which cap-
tured the mixed doubles title. Also 
on Sunday, the 4-on-4 Outdoor 
Volleyball tournament was won, 
interestingly enough, by the two-
person team of Jody Apap and 
Dana MacDonald. They defeated 
the more conventional four-per-
son team, the Velvet Spikes, com-
posed of John Moore, Kate 
Wagner, Art Coolbaugh and 
Ralph Rogers with the score of 15~ 
10 in the final. 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
In an effort to improve the exer-
cise habits of college students, 
Bard wil1beoneofthe250colleges 
and universities participating in 
Timex Fitness Week, presented 
by Ocean Spray, from October 19-
25. During the week, the recre-
ationand athletic department will 
sponsor a variety of events that 
stress the need to develop a regu-
Sfiaffieiess Filler! 
. ·~·· .· .. ··:·· . . . .· .•..••. c. . • . . . . . . .· ... 
:1.·;~f~~:Pffif#BW,~~~J~J~if column are net those of Greg Ciaccio, his 
ctO'Jk$_(. ar.:anybjte.·cuttt.ntly sleeping with him. However, if you are 
.dyir_¢.tfy,~leqM~g wjth:G/tig).h{ d like to. /.;nQW about it. Drop him a line. 
. .·.·;-.- .... ; .. :.:·· .:·:-·--·· ... ;}:{::;:: :;:-::·:-· .... ;:.·_: :: ..... ·. · .. : ........ ·····:· ·:. 
·nusweeken.d:twenttothetheatre .. Yes, there is a theatre here at 
~4~\?¥.*u~(j-~SPffirised how many students· here don't know 
~,P.QY,f:f~~-~~g.:·ID~(llffl ~~ee; and· the several productions put on 
th,~:~wty~$.fur~·: •Qi\Ce:l wa$ sitting in Kline with some friends, 
.#:lj9.:$))all.rerilain:nameless,: ~nee they are no longer here and I can't 
-~~~~~~~!~:~~u':fc:'~:=~~ 
!M:R§!~g~~JX~ f)f; j\'iJlther~ bebeer?'~ pne of my friends turned 
~~(jp~·:~qd :SaidXfW?w; ;~t sOunds,. great! That's at the Olin 
4~d.i~li~Xrlght?~l·-:. :· ·,· · . · ·· ·· ·· 
. :<~Q/~:Jr¢SPOJided, ~rs·at the th~tre." 
·)"the ffieatiet We have ~.theatre?" the oth~r replied~ 
·iiPh;#.ah./~ · I:said,. 1'right next to l3lum.''. 
. ·•TiieY:g~y¢~pl~ looks.: '('Y'know;. past the Ravines and before 
aumew09d.": = : : • · ·:, · .-, : ·· .· · · 
·,,fih¢y·:~tned.e-ven more confused~ I felt like I was giving direc-
tion,s. to::~,:eigp.(year old~ .. 
.. W¢n/)n95.e J~l:kS· :did fit .. know what they were missing. And 
neit#er 4oyou,ifyou were uilforti.tnate enough to miss the proctuc-
'#9!t'~f/~l$u~~-P!tegi~'·.:~t was._up this past weekend. It was a, 
'd~l;ightf.Ulplay tcfwatch ... Fti;nny and sexy, inhiglling and a touch 
.iil.~~~n~u~·-}'1\~,yv·ay ·goq? tlt~atre_ ought to be. ~e best part about 
1f'was:the-~ctor~ ... This:w~s'aperfectpiece to prove one's acting 
. atii1~t:y;· mere~~as~oile.sc¢n~betwcen: the.two principle characters 
·wwshl"~~~ :tha.t miW"tt giye, yOU an idea ofthe level. to which the 
. players btou~t the play~ · 
. :_)=:E);i~etf)A\r,i<i,:~stcllo) :corifrontSTatyana (Nancy Jones) about a 
lq,v~.l~t.~~r:sheha:iiWiitt¢iihiw~ B~is trying to let her down easily; 
·she""is.:obvip\lsly tiYinifdesJ)erately to keep her composure. Sud-
·~¢p}y, Jt:qri\.oufo(the $.tage .right ~~l!<:tr.\(:e, a cat came walking out 
.~l<~Jf9W'ne<l-the-theatre~: Which, for all kittY intents and purposes, 
":ifdl(C ·:Btif.a~· .. tllat moment, the entire.scene· was in danger of 
'~ol~pSit1g. Tile ~'fourth wall .... ms-shattered: I know that Nancy 
· Jort~~ ·$w .it. I ·~ueve DaVid saw it too. Tl;le whole audience must 
-haveseenit Brit the play went on. The cat scampered off the stage. 
DaVidcon.tinu.ed.his speech withO.ut..a hitch. Nancy managed to 
work in amst.fi.tl tool.< at the cat ~s if it had been planned ail along. 
But most amazingly'. NOBODY IN THE AUDIENCE LAUGHED. 
The SCeJl:e. was$() compelling that the appearance of the cat was not 
e~ugh f~r the.ll;) to fall out of theit. belief pf tb~ events being 
performed •. Whatw~splannedandrehearsoo,and finally performed 
,QPAt~g~·Wil:~:~~!':f~lyhappening to the audience's mind, and when 
ffi.e:¢at.~edas a· reminder that, hey, this is Q!!!x a play, nobody 
. Car~.-.tli#Y~~fl.ted .to..be.d.rawn. backlnto it ... · Andlf you remember 
J1f~w::ib:~P.ge:yo1ffelt seeing high school performances. with your 
··[Qg#ds iti}ttose .$lipshod produdions;you know how hard this is to 
·&.tablish~· Arid .. th~ are folks w}lo go to Bard. College. These are 
· people :ordhe~r ~Y to t>ecomirig professionals. 
· · · 'Ifj'(}l}:~till h~vet)"~ se¢1. a production atthe theatre yet, you don1 t 
. kl)i>.W, what you're missing~· Pretty soon, they'll be performing "A 
.StreetCar N.~ De~~e~" a wonderful play. Don't you owe it to 
yp~lfa,nq;you·rfriends to.seeit? Sureyoudo! Go~ then. Just don't 
·a~k me fur di~tions. . 
~bameless Filler! 
i: 
lar fitne~s program. To reward further information.Also coming 
participating students, Timex upinOctoberareavarietyofother 
sport watches and Timex Fitness intramural events including 3 on 
Week T -shirts will be awarded as 3 basketball, floor hockey, and co-
prizes. Also, free Ocean Spray ed 6 on 6 volleyball. The captain's 
drinks will be distributed at se- meetings for these events are on 
lected events, so show up and October 21. As always, contact 
drink up for free! Contact Kris KrisHallatextension530formore 
Hall at the gym or ~t ext. 530 for information. V' 
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1 0 Opinion/Editorial . , · 
.·.··::: -. -: ... ······.·.·.-.· ... .-. .;.;·:·.·:·:····· 
HonC)r ca.m9"fl;.!t!!;Si~~ 
by Ma~w:{\pP~.~: : ....... . 
· ··:· ·. ·.·:,:;:.·. :·.:·-:_::::::-.:: :, .· ·, 
}lappen~ ill just one year.If~~~w~iany .. bldi~tipn::of!low.'. 
· :a;r~~:~=~~:2iri~~;tt~1ri~~bo~r;8i·•. 
d6es Bard;and Seciiri , h.avereasonswh ·:these Oi:rries·a:feri.ever': ·. .. ·. . . ... .. .. . . ty .......... ............ ·.· . . . ...... · .. Y . ......... ·.·.·.·.·.· .. ·· ' ....... :-.............. ...... . ·· .,. 
reported~reasons. that students. Shoii.Jd nqt know? . ' '' .. :'. . 
A more \mportmt question is who perpetrates these .. ~rimes~ f ·. 
have recer\tlyleamed, by nam~, three studel}tS w}loo~ :cppies: 
oftheMaster I<ey~ ·the key that')pens·each:ano every·(loorontl:lis,' 
· camp~-}t.., st(ilnds ro reas:on(q~~ ~HP.~~J~ Imve ~P.i.es~ ~~ep ·. 
there a~othe~ wh~ .either have pi:'eviousd:ipie5'or the orlgina}s~ 
Who kriows how many student~/giaduates(whoeveil\(lS a copy:· 
of this ~ey. The stU4entsi 1Ql01JV.W.jth a copy 9f the Master~ey ate 
not the tjpe· to break-and-enter,' at 'lt?ast, l'think sa: but others 
might have no qualms about unl()(;king a stUdent's ~oorwhen ~0 
one is around. All the same, it u.r\nerve5.~ tO know that, in the 
dead of the night .. one of these stut,:Ients ~uld .magical1yopen mY 
door, whether rm away or l'ril S.leeping.· Some may privately 
entertain fantasies concerning .. ~~. situ~~qw I don'~ . ... / , . . · , . ..... . 
.. one easy ;'partial solution to Bai~rs theft dilemma is to mistriiSt' 
everybody. I mean .it; it rna y s~tirid aJ>it · extreme~' b{it, when.lt · 
comes to persoflal .belonging~~y?u:~a.t:t't. ~st anyone~l~Pcl<Y9.Yl.' · 
. door wl,le~yQ.u•re not there. Ofco*i-5e~'!tth.Sc;)nariy:copies o(the .. 
Master KeyJl®..ti.ng ~round., eyen._locldrig your door may dcp~q' 
go<ld: J~f{).t . tO. ~y. tllat these .fe~ ' privile~ . stuc:t~rits .will · ev~r 
illegally eit~er yqur bedroom o~e mght .. . . . . . . . . • . .: . : . : ... 
' .. . ·. ·:-··.·.· ::;}::( :- ;. . .-.· .. ·. . ·.·. ·.·.; ·.. .. ... . :.:~~ .;:; ... :. :.~ .:J2.~: . .-::./ ;/.:.J:.: ... :.·.: .·:·.:.: .... f:~: . :: :((. .·:·. ·.· )::·: : : .:;~y 
M_ore roaming 
continued from page 6 
both of us. CAFE TAMAYO is 
quaint, colorful and clean with an 
attractive w~kly menu offering 
eveything from fresh salads to 
pasta and fish. I had the tuna, 
while Sir H. had the Swordfish. 
Both were prudently cooked and 
prepared simply, and well, good. 
Finally we found a place not 
merely for eating, but for dining 
which has friendly service and is 
reasonably priced. For half the 
price of the THYMES we ate more 
and relaxed in an authentically 
looking, channing, and also too, a 
11Complimentary" setting. We 
learned they are open for lunch 
and look forward to finding out 
soon. 
Hmm .. .I wonder where we will 
end up next? Sir HOrace thinks 
we should try..-- but I personally 
want to go to the- Nonetheless, 
we are still in search of the 7-
pound lobster and we will not 
stop roaming until we find it and 
eat it with the proper kind of 
butter. I want to go to Augusta 
and look for it_. but Sir Horace 





continutd from page 7 
asserting that it has been for the 
best. For Llosa, cultural assimila-
tion = modernization. Real social 
progress cannot be made without 
westernization, in other words 
with the sacrifice of Indian cul-
tures. 
What Wright illustrates is that 
the failure to understand 11theother" 
is a feature of a larger political 
agenda. If we can keep ignorance at 
bay, the reality of cultural oppres-
sion between the winners and the 
losers, we cancontinueto believe in 
our own history. 
Wrightoutlinestheoriginsoffive 
Native American cultures: Aztec, 
Maya, Inca, Cherokee and Iroquois 
as they were documented in 1492, 
thebeginningoftheinvasion. Their 
voices support not only a need for 
historical reinterpretation, but the 
tenacity of a cuJture posed with the 
threat of extinction. Wright allows 
the voices from the past to speak for 
themselves. These will be the 
records of the people that were 
living on the "great island" before 
the devastation. 
Mr. Wright's ideology speaks to us 
all. 'I're white Euro-centric mystique 
thatswrounds the alleged discovery 
assumesthatthiscultural genocide is 
finished, wren in reality it is very 
much a partofconternporarysociety. 
It continues to defend the idea of 
intolerance towards diversity in 
trought except those doctrines an-
crored in European tradition. In a 
multi-racial, multi-cultural society to · 
defend white Euro-<::entric history 
regarding the "discovery" has much 
wider implications than can be con-
tained in this analysis. Wright has 
raised an important issue at what 
could not beamoreappropriatetime. 
Let the other voices from the past 
speak to ussothatperhapsfinally the 
truthcanbetold. Let'snotletanother 
generationofstudents, teachers, sons, 
daughters,parentsa:OOchildrenthink 
that cultural genocide and all that 
falls in its wake is acceptable history. 
CQrrections 
1he article ''Spontaneous Ab-
straction" in the Sept. 30th issue 
of the Observer incorrectly stated 
that the artwork at Proctor is stu-
dent work. It is the work of pro-
fessional New York artists. Also, 
thearticle"Onenightatamovie" 
incorrectly stated that the priest 
committed suicide. He actually 
died of a heart attack. We apolo-




MOVEMENT is more like a spe-
cial interest group hidjng under 
the banner of civil rights, freedom, 
human rights, what have you. · 
When if uses those broad terms 
like reproductive freedom, right 
to privacy, freedom from the fear 
of domestic violence and rape, 
Dear Editor, economic equality, and so on, it 
I found Miss Mehrtens' notion sure sounds like human rights, 
of #Movements Unite" quite in- civil rights. The rhetorical force of 
teresting and amusing. But thewords"freedom,"uequality,' .. 
shouldn't it rather be called urights," makes them echo quite 
''Movements (with women's in- · loudlyandinsistentlyinourears. 
terests) Unite?" Of course, some But ask specifically what is want 
may object and say that that is to be accomplished. The civil 
redundant - after all it's a rights movement wanted blacks 
MOVEMENT. Whatever the case to have a legally cemented right 
maybe, I have a bit to say. totheirconstitutionalrighttovote 
I think Miss Ptah's point or ob- (besides ending various other 
jection - which I believe Miss discriminatory acts in public 
Mehrtens misunderstood - was places). Feminists (and I use that 
what gives ''you" the right to de- as a huge, broad term so I'll defi-
termine the nature of ''the sexual, nitely hit the people I'm aiming 
social, and economic liberation of for) aren't doing anything similar 
all women." (If I am mistaken, I in kind. Theirs is a project of 
apologize to Miss Ptah. But this is complete redefinition (of what is 
a good point nonetheless.) Might supposedly supposed to be 
not women have their own agen- guaranteed) not just cementation 
das and different notions of what of what is already supposedly 
entails sexual, social, and eco- guaranteed. Now I am not going 
nomic liberation? To my mind, tomakeajudgementonthisactof 
Miss Ptah was reacting to what I redefining, but I will make intel-
think is well known among some lectual fun of them trying to insist 
more critical groups as the fascist, that this redefinition is a natural 
neo-Nazi, politically correct, self- extension of human rights or is a 
aggrandizing, etc., tendency of necessary step in moral evolution 
THE MOVEMENT. Would any- orwhathaveyou.Justadmitthat 
one agree that the Feminist this redefining is quite obviously 
Movement represents a certain set out of pu!e self-interest. Of course, 
of people with particular values Imightendupagreeingwithsome 
and interests who wish to have of the things THE MOVEMENT 
those same values imposed upon proposes as being quite fair and 
others and those same interests practical. But this attempt to fool 
served atthe expense of others? I and trick, to convince everyone, 
would. especially the grunts (you know, 
From my woefully inadequate women in the world), that this 
experience, being limited by my movementisjusttryingtogetyou 
gender, economic comfort, etc., I the rights and freedoms (ooh, 
have come to see that THE continued on page11 
A Do 1S life. By David Draper. 
She fPVe /he +he 
..,. 5u~-f Fl"/ends 'j 5feec.h 
cimtinued from pt~gl! 10 
vague!} that all women ought be 
wanting or should be thankful for 
or must have in order to truly be a 
woman· it's insulting. To say that 
THE MOVEMENT represents 
anything more superior than self-
interests is ... uh, wrong (couldn't 
think of a more unambiguous and 
definite and rhetoric-free word ... 
except maybe propaganda). Of 
course, I mean in principle. Don't 
think I'm not against discrimina· 
tion in the workplace. Just make 
sure it's the discrimination in the 
workplace that makes you see 
discrimination, and not the 
"'word" of THE MOVEMENT. 
Can I make an illustration? I w~ 
t:}rlnking about reproductive rights 
the other day and it struck me that 
men don't have anything like that. 
Hrrurun, do men have nothing to 
do with the reproductive process? 
And why aren't men ever asked 
about how they think~ (sic) . 
right to an abortion? Do they have 
nothingtodowiththebaby?Iheard 
someone whisper vehemently that 
they don't have to carry the damn-
thing. Hmmm, that's a biological 
constraint. I've got more to say on 
that but let me skip over to the 
point. A man and a woman have 
. indiscriminate sex (please, let me 
not hear about this illustration be-
ing discriminatory since it doesn't 
allow the possibility of a homo-
sexual interaction- a homosexual 
encounter wouldn't produce the 
problem we're interested in!). The 
woman gets pregnant. The man is 
elated. Thewomanisnot.Shewants 
an abortion. The man objects. The 
womansaystoughluckl'mtheone 
who h~ to carry the thing, so I ge't 
the choice. Next possible world: 
Here the man is freaked. The 
woman is elated. The man says get 
an abortion. The woman objects 
and decides to keep the baby. The 
catch in this world is that man ha5 
to help support the child. In our 
honor--ronditioned sense, of course 
the man should help support the 
child. After all, he is the cause. Uh, 
actualiy he is only half the cause ... 
Question: are the two worlds re-
latecl? Yes! They share a corrunon 
pivotal value. Does the THE 
MOVEMENI'maintainanintegrity 
(of principle) between these two 
- worlds? Usually not.· Typical sce--
nario: When the woman wants an 
abortion, the man is completely cut 
off from the situation, Effectively, 
the implication is that the man 
shares no responsibility and thus 
shares no privileges with the 
wo~IfsnothisconQen\ifsthe 
woman'sbody.However,whenthe 
woman wants to keep the child, the 
man becomes a party of guilt. Ef-
fectively, the implication is that the 
man is completely responsible and 
should have thought better to keep 
he didn't want to have to deal with 
a child. Hey, it takes two to tango, 
but here, it's the man's fault for 
picking the dance (and we'll forget 
that the woman consented, since 
she could have been conditioned 
by this male-dominated society to 
onlysayyes-menshould have come 
up with better conditioning if 
domination was the goal). 
What do I think about this rather 
blatant hypocrisy? It's a matter of 
selfish-interest. Woman wants to 
have the best of both worlds at the 
expense of man's ·own freedom (I 
can use the word too). Something's 
notquiterightabout this. Why don't 
we have it the other way? What? It 
was or is that way? Oh, so then 
we're just getting a taste of our 
own. I guess we deserve it, huh? 
But I also guess I'm right. It is a 
matter of whose interests and val-
ues are up at bat. So lets not be self-







On Sunday, November 1, 1992, 
the Bard Coalition for Choice will 
sponsoraStudentsforChoicerally 
to be held on the Bard College 
campus. We have invited students 
from approximately thirty col-
leges all across the region includ-
ing: New York, New Jersey, Mas-
sachusetts, Connecticut, and 
Rhode Island. Also invited is a 
long list of speakers, politicians, 
activists, and entertainers. 
The Coaiition for Choice has 
long been an active force in the 
struggle for reproductive free-
dom, nationalized health care, 
safer sex outreach programs, and 
the right of all women of all races 
to a safe and legal abortion. The 
Nov. 1 rally is the culmination of 
that struggle. 
The purpose of this rally is to 
ensure that student activism and 
the student will again become a 
powerful political force in our 
nation. It is our hope that college 
campuses in the 1990s, like the 
college in the 1960s, will be hot-
beds of grassroots political 
movements. In the 1960sstudents 
raised their voices in protest and 
were heard. In this crucial election 
year we must speak out and let 
our power be felt. We must sup-
port our pro-choice candidates at 
every level of government by vot-
THE BLACK CENTEf\ AND Kll NE 
CoMMONS EXPERIMENT WITH THE BARD Me..Nu: 
ing this November 3rd. 
We invite the entire Bard com-
munity to attend the rally and join 







After several years at Bard, I am 
no longer surprised when I come 
acrossacavedwellerwho has never 
ventured outside the confines of 
his hunting grounds. To him, any-
thing beyond that becomes an 
"exotic part of the world" e'The 
Man on the Street Beer Column,, 
Sept. 30). There is much more to 
Asian culture than eating tempura 
and sushi. By choosing to remain 
ignorant, it appears exotic. 
Life is full of differences. Asian 
culture is different from white 
American culture. An educated 
personshouldbeabletoacceptand 
appreciate differences without it 
becoming an exotic experience. To 
desgibe any culture as exotic is 
insulting because it implies the su-
periority and normality of one 
culture over another. The different 
culture is reduced to a deviant curi-
osity. This cultural imperialism by 
white America is not acceptable. 
As an Asian-American, I wiU not 
allow my culture to become a mere 
source of wonder and amusement 
for white America. 
The man on the street should take 
a walk around the entire block. 
Whenhemeetsdifferentpeople, he 









Beer Columnist responds: 
Having been born a member of the 
white American culture, I cannot 
truly say that the Asian culture is one 
with which I share a great degree of 
familiarity, as would an Asian-
American like yourself. It was in that 
spirit, combined with a measure of 
ridicule of Greg's inane ideas, that I 
used the word "exotic 11 to describe the 
Asian Culture: as Webster's New 
College Dictionary defines exotic as 
either 1. foreign; not native (which 
the Asian Culture certainly is, to 
anyone who is not a part of that 
culture) or 2. strange or different ina 
way that is striking or fascinating; 
strangely beautiful, enticing, etc. (a 
definition which sounds complimen-
tary, rather than derogatory, and. is 
certainly accurate-there is no deny-
ing that many learned Americans of 
all racial origins find the culture, or 
cultures, of Asia fascinating). Nei-
ther of these definitions are intended 
to imply superiority in the voice of the 
speaker; rather, the word is one which 
is used to lend a sense of perspective 
when speaking from one's own expe-
rience-] have never experienced Asian 
cui ture, it is true, but rw matter how 
much I immerse myself in any culture 
it will still rwt be my own, and 
therefore exotic. People may still be 
people everywhere, but I still (thank 
God) find a degree of difference and 
exoticism in the large majority of 
them which lends depth and charac-
ter. 
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* Asian Amerkan students Organization is having their meeting today 
In the President's Room In Kline, Sp. Be Involved. 
* Outing Club is indoors, holding their meeting In the Committee Room In 
Kline, &p. 
* Columbus a Hero? Discuss your ideas at the Columbus Forum at 7p, 
Olin Auditorium. SP.;Onsored by these groups: Latin American Students 
Organization, Bard Black Students Orgaruzation, & the Leonard Peltier Support 
Group. Be there. . 
* Play Pen Hear music by anybody, for everybody at Bard's Open Concert 
Series. See your friends: Jamez Cliang, Tracy Feldman, The Dixie Cups, 
Krlstl Martel, Fabulous Rve Peace Jazz Quintet/Sextet, Chris ElliOt. 
· carmel Holt, Paul Thontpson, Sal'ah Kramer, Lisa Lisa 8t 
Country Jam, & Benson Sebastian perform at 7p, Bard HaD. 
* Student Forum. This affects you-student forum meets tonight to discuss 2 
constitutional changes, & committee reports. Bp at Kline ••• Don't miss It! 
* Paris Is Burning. The Film Commit~. presents this documenta!y of 
'Vogp.eing" as part of National Coming Out Week. See this film at 7 Ill 9p, at the 
StUileiR Center .. 
* Kurosawa Add to to Japanese film reperatoire with lklru, a Black& White 
1952 movie of a clerk who learns that he is df!ng; he spends his last months creating 
a childre~layground. Another film in the Tliree Japanese Director's screenings. 
At the P on ~lim Center, 7p. · 
BR UN ' . .._ .. _ 
~~NDAY>- AT DE.'KL1NE... 9AM- l PM. 
Mt.,.EL~} fREs..~l FRI..\(~ THE >UNDAY TfMt:>-)~ Mtl.>\c.. · 
"That's wr1ere these three omi-
nous ones com~ into my story-
At the oLO Clff\1 we met this 
lady who ha.d two fM.ends very 
connected to the •scene. '7t 
--
* THURSDAY. OCTOBER 8 * 
* Proved your masculinity todaY7 See the video, and discuss this social 
construct with Greg Barker & Alan Spivack today In Olin 203, 6:30p. 
* El'llle Gehr at Bard. This master filmaker I ~-Bard prof .. will speak. and show 
his latest work, SldeiW'alkiShutti&-San Franctsco as a senu-abstract Cityscape 
viewed upsidedown/ sideways in long-sustained shots. The constantly moving 
camera shdes down buildings whose facades & the streets below form shifting 
abstract patterns. Don't miss this chance to film at Preston Film Center, 7p. 
* No Diving Here with the Skydiving Club•s grounded party at 8p, the 
Student Center--complete with bands & refreshments. 
* SATURDAY. OCTOBER 10 * 
* Sleaze-Tease of Country Music .... More films from the Popular Culture in 
Film Series. See Nashville, Ro'Oert Altman's tribute to the sleaze & tease of country 
music. Sponsored by The Bard Continuing Studies Program & Music Program Zero. 
Be at the Brook House, 8p. 
* TUESDAY. OCTOBER 13 * * Oh Where, Oh Where? Storytelling returns to us as a club In the Brook 
House, 7·9p. Check it out. 
* The New York String Trio See the innovative jazz trio that improvises in 
the contemporary idiom of creative music & contemp<?rary classical music. They are 
the first group of their nature in modem times to employ these techniques. See/ 
Hear them for free at Bard Hall, 8p. *****-Jason D.! 
cK. 
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